TECHNOLOGY

DigiGrid applied
In this second part on the Waves/Digico technological collaboration of
DigiGrid, MICK OLESH, senior vice president of Waves, looks at how the
technology can be applied to real-life scenarios.

I

n our previous instalment we looked at the audio interfaces that make up
the DigiGrid product line. Here’s a quick re-cap: there’s the IOS, IOC and
IOX units for Native DAWs; the DLS and DLI for Pro Tools users; and the
MGO and MGB interfaces for users of MADI-enabled consoles. Each of
these components serves as a gateway into the Waves SoundGrid processing
and networking platform.
SoundGrid is a proprietary Ethernet Layer 2 protocol and EtherType
developed by Waves. Audio is transported and routed between networked I-O
devices and is processed on DSP servers connected to the network. SoundGrid
DSP Servers run a customised Linux OS that is optimised for audio processing.
The I-O device converts SoundGrid packets to standard and proprietary audio
protocol schemes.
Audio is interfaced with SoundGrid by integrating an FPGA (Xilinx Spartan
3) into a device’s I-O ports (either a mixing console or, in this case, a DigiGrid
interface.) The FPGA receives I²S or other audio signal formats and converts
them to the SoundGrid format. The FPGA is also used to transfer control
messages between control nodes external to the SoundGrid network, as well
as the SoundGrid control application. Waves has developed three SoundGrid
control applications, all with Windows and Mac compatibility:
• StudioRack is a software plug-in rack that holds up to eight plug-ins
and loads into Native DAWs and Pro Tools as an insert. StudioRack enables
engineers to use the exact same chain for recording and playback, toggle their
processing load between their local CPU and the SoundGrid network DSP and
retain all of their DAW automation.
• MultiRack consists of eight virtual effects racks, each of which can
contain up to eight plug-ins. It offers features geared toward live users, such
as snapshot support, a redundancy and recovery safety net, and remote
parameter control and navigation over MIDI.
• The eMotion Mixer has 64 mono/stereo input channels; low-latency
plug-in processing on every channel; support for multiple mixers, I-O boxes
and SoundGrid DSP servers over a single network; compatibility with standard
control surfaces; Multi-Touch support; and preset sharing across consoles and
platforms.
Let’s explore some scenarios that audio engineers find themselves in and
look at the ways DigiGrid provides solutions.
Fix it in the (monitor) mix — With all the emphasis placed on getting
a good mix, we often forget that a mix is only as good as the performance
it represents. While it’s tempting to put the responsibility for the performance
solely on the artist being recorded, there is much that can be done from the
control room to help the talent deliver the goods.
A good monitor mix is crucial in making the performer feel comfortable,
confident and inspired. A lush reverb with a touch of compression can work
wonders in bringing out that performance. However, due to latency issues,
using plug-ins while tracking is not an option for many engineers.
Latency is only half the problem: from the recording point of view, every
tracking engineer is familiar with the issues associated with punching in and
out. From the performer’s perspective, the sudden transition from a previously
recorded track (with top-notch plug-in effects) to the live monitored track
(with different processing) provides a less-than-optimal sonic environment for
a performer to deliver their best take in. As many singers are sensitive to even
the smallest sonic aberration, the ability to provide an identical acoustic setting
can make the difference between an acceptable take and an outstanding one.
DigiGrid works with any DAW to provide real-time low-latency processing
using your favourite SoundGrid-compatible plug-ins during recording, so you
can deliver a monitor mix that sounds remarkably like a finished product.
The plus for Pro Tools — Many of us enjoy that instant boost to creativity
that we get from a new piece of gear. This means ditching an older piece that
may have passed its expiry date and replacing it with newer equipment that
is of higher quality and/or contains additional features that help improve our
workflow. However, many Pro Tools users enjoy the familiarity and reliability
of their tried-and-true legacy systems, and with so much invested in them,
they find it hard to justify taking the plunge and upgrading to a newer system.
For those users, DigiGrid offers a way of revitalising their setups by increasing
their processing power, accommodating higher track counts and networking
capabilities via the Waves SoundGrid platform.
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For those who have already upgraded to the
latest Pro Tools hardware, DigiGrid expands their
systems by providing additional benefits such as
increased number of I-Os, improved I-O quality and
transporting all audio via super-efficient Cat5e/6
cables. DigiGrid gives instant compatibility with
the majority of the Waves line of more than 130
plug-ins.
Let’s look at the DigiGrid interfaces for Pro
Tools, starting with the DLS, a 2U that is an all-inone processing and SoundGrid connection hub, as
well as an expansion route to future additional I-O
or MADI connectivity. If you use older Pro Tools
hardware, you can still use Native plug-ins — or
you can future-proof your setup with DigiGrid.
Whether you’re using the latest or legacy Pro
Tools hardware, all you need is a Cat5e or Cat6
cable to patch into the power of a SoundGrid DSP
server. Your favourite plug-ins are now instantly
accessible, from Waves and soon from those of
other developers as well. By plugging you into the
SoundGrid network, the DLS delivers the benefits
of your existing Pro Tools I-O with the addition
of world-class convertors, audio networking and
seamless integration with your existing setup.
The DLI is a 1U and is similar to the DLS
minus the integrated DSP server. Offering the same
SoundGrid connectivity and ability to integrate
your existing SoundGrid DSP Server into the larger
DigiGrid network and I-O infrastructure, the DLI
requires an external DSP server, which can deliver
even more processing power than that of an
integrated one. For flexibility, the DLS and DLI are
compatible with all devices that include a Pro Tools
DigiLink bus.
Power to the plug-ins — One of the most
exciting benefits of the digital revolution is the
ability to use plug-in emulations of rare analogue
hardware processors. Most engineers would agree
that being able to use a Fairchild compressor,
for example, is a luxury that is out of reach
for many; the ability to use more than one is
unimaginable. Today, it’s possible to run multiple
virtual instances of a modelled Fairchild plug-in,
the Waves PuigChild 660/670, plus multiple SSL
channel strips, plus multiple API components, and
so on, simultaneously. But there is a price to pay:
each plug-in instance does consume CPU power
(or DSP, for users of dedicated hardware), and
nobody really wants to disturb their creative flow
by stopping to calculate latency and allocating their
processing resources, while all the time worrying
whether their computer can handle it.
Adding a DigiGrid IOS to your Native DAW
system (or a DigiGrid DLS for Pro Tools) puts a
tremendous amount of processing power at your
fingertips. Since the IOS and DLS feature integrated
SoundGrid DSP Servers, they can handle, for
example, more than 300 instances of the Waves
C4 Multiband Compressor (last time we checked.)
Hooking up — Secondary computers running
virtual instruments are widely used by producers,
composers and musicians who need additional
RAM and to offload their CPU demands. Moreover,
certain DAWs are more composer-friendly than
others, which makes a separate computer for VIs
an all the more attractive addition to dedicated
recording setups. The question then becomes one
of connectivity and how to create a flexible system
that allows networking of the various computers
with ease. DigiGrid.
Take, for example, a composer for TV and
film whose recording setup is built around a Mac
running Logic, alongside, a PC stocked with a
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lightning fast processor, loads of memory and
the latest, greatest soft synths available. While it
might not require a degree in electrical engineering,
getting the two computers to communicate with
one another effectively requires more than a little
specialised knowledge and that’s assuming there
are no hardware incompatibility issues with which
to contend.
By connecting the two computers to a SoundGrid
network via Ethernet using DigiGrid I-Os, our
composer can bridge the gap and achieve a level of
integration that was never before possible, across
operating systems and DAW hosts, together with
the added bonus of freeing up CPU cycles and RAM
resources.
It’s all in your head(phones) — Every working
musician and producer who’s done a late-night
session in a project studio has faced the quandary
of how to record electric guitar tracks without
waking up the neighbours. Modelled guitar rig plugins eliminate the need for miking amplifiers and
cabinets, but what about monitoring? Headphones
provide a solution but many headphone amps
(especially those built-in to the I-O) don’t deliver
enough volume to reveal the detail of the mix or
satisfy the ‘inspirational needs’ of many guitarists.
This challenge is met with the IOC and IOX
interfaces, whose high output headphone circuits
are taken from Digico’s SD7 live console and they
can go to 11. The IOX (with four headphone outs)
and IOC (with two) have broadcast grade preamps
and 192kHz A-DCs.
All the way live — Since the advent of
high-end consoles loaded with on-board effects
processing, live sound engineers have become
accustomed to a myriad of options when creating
their FOH or monitor mix. Since the introduction
of the Waves SoundGrid platform for live sound in
2010, users of Digico, Yamaha and Allen & Heath
consoles have had access to modelled vintage and
other studio-quality plug-ins, giving them the tools
they need to recreate the sound of studio recordings
live on stage. For engineers on other consoles the
experience has been different and DigiGrid opens
up the world of studio-quality sound to every FOH
engineer working with a MADI-equipped console.
DigiGrid MADI-to-SoundGrid interfaces — the MGO
(optical) and MGB (BNC) — offer portable MADI
as well as the ability to record performances direct
to DAW.
In the most basic mode, the SoundGrid network
can be connected to a laptop providing access to the
two MADI I-Os, which can be used to record up to
128 channels through the computer’s 1Gb Ethernet
port with simultaneous playback of 128 channels.
With the addition of a SWI SoundGrid-certified
network switch, a SoundGrid DSP server and the
Waves MultiRack host application, any MADIcompatible live or broadcast console can access
real-time low-latency studio-quality processing.
Looking ahead — Waves and Digico are
excited about the possibilities DigiGrid offers. Waves
recently opened up the SoundGrid platform to thirdparty plug-in developers and with Plugin Alliance
the first onboard, and discussions with other plugin creators already under way, very soon users
will be able to maximise the performance of their
favourite plug-ins with power and flexibility. Other
upcoming developments include compatibility with
the IEEE’s AVB (Audio Video Bridging) technical
standards, which will make it possible for audio
professionals across the spectrum to take advantage
of SoundGrid. For us the future of audio looks very
bright indeed. n
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